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McapMediaWire --- Metatron (OTC: MRNJ), is thrilled to announce the launch of its

revolutionary content creation platform that utilizes advanced artificial intelligence

technology to generate high-quality art and copy for content creators. The platform

now offers crypto payments as an alternative to traditional credit card payments,

providing content creators with a faster, more secure, and cost-effective way to pay for

services. MetatronAi.com is also available as a mobile app version on the Google and

Apple app stores.

The integration of cryptocurrency as a payment method ensures that content creators'

sensitive financial information is not shared, providing an extra layer of security and

privacy. By providing additional payment options, MetatronAi is committed to meeting

the diverse needs of its users.

The mobile app versions of the platform offer the same functionality and features as the

website and are optimized for mobile devices, allowing content creators to work on the

go. MetatronAi's user-friendly interface and intuitive design make it easy for content

creators to use, saving them time and effort. Every major AI tool and feature available to

the public can be found on our platform, with more added on a regular basis.

With a vast library of templates and assets, MetatronAi provides content creators with

everything they need to create engaging content, including headlines, product

descriptions, ads, reports, graphics, art and soon AI generated videos. The platform's AI-

powered technology generates original content tailored to each creator's unique style

and preferences.
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"Our platform is designed to help content creators work more efficiently and securely,"

said Joe Riehl the CEO of Metatron. "The integration of crypto payments and the launch

of our mobile app versions demonstrate our commitment to providing our users with a

seamless and innovative experience."

MetatronAi's goal is to help content creators focus on creating outstanding content that

resonates with their audience, while streamlining the content creation process.

MetatronAI apps are available Free for a Limited time:

iPhone: https://apple.co/3nibweB 

Android: https://bit.ly/40XOglu 

Web: https://www.MetatronAi.com 

Metatron, established in 2009 and traded publicly as OTC: MRNJ, is the developer behind

MetatronAI.com, an AI content platform that empowers individuals and teams to amplify

their content strategies through AI technology. Having created over 1,000 mobile apps

with over 5 million downloads, many of which have ranked in the top 20 on their

respective charts, Metatron offers a unique solution. With MetatronAI.com, individual

freelancers to enterprise companies' creators can overcome writer's block, repurpose

their existing work, generate original images, and adapt their content to various formats

and languages.

AI content website: MetatronAI.com 

Corporate website: MetatronApps.com 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MetatronInc 

MetatronAI app for iPhone: https://apple.co/3nibweB 

MetatronAI app for Android: https://bit.ly/40XOglu 

Contact: IR@Metatronapps.com 

Forward-Looking Statements: Any statements made in this press release which are not

historical facts contain certain forward-looking statements, as such term is defined in the

Private Litigation Reform Act of 1995, concerning potential developments affecting the

business, prospects, financial condition and other aspects of the company to which this

release pertains. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,

uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actual results of the specific items

described in this release, and the company’s operations generally, to differ materially
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from what is projected in such forward-looking statements. Although such statements are

based upon the best judgments of management of the company as of the date of this

release, significant deviations in magnitude, timing and other factors may result from

business risks and uncertainties including, without limitation, the company’s need for

additional financing, which is not assured and which may result in dilution of

shareholders, the company’s status as a small company with a limited operating history,

dependence on third parties and the continuing popularity of the iOS operating system,

general market and economic conditions, technical factors, receipt of revenues, and

other factors, many of which are beyond the control of the company. Although we

believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable,

we cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements.

Moreover, neither we nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy and

completeness of such statements, and we disclaim any obligation to update information

contained in any forward-looking statement.
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